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What should I include in 
my resume? 
 Effective Resumes clearly articulate how your skills and 

experiences align to the selection criteria defined by the job 
opportunity announcement.  

 Always tailor your resume to the job opportunity to which you 
are applying.  

 Think about which keywords you need to add based on the 
skills required for the position. Just one keyword can have 
tremendous power and deliver a huge message. 

 Study Job Opportunity Announcements and focus on the 
“requirements,” “skills” or “qualifications” sections of job ads, 
and look for “keywords” and desirable credentials for your 
ideal job. 



What should I include in 
my resume?(continued) 
 HR Offices and Selecting Officials often receive dozens or 

even hundreds of applications for certain positions. The first 
step involves quickly skimming through submissions and 
eliminating candidates who clearly are not qualified. Look at 
your resume and ask: 
 Can a hiring manager see my main credentials within 10 to 15 

seconds? 

 Does critical information jump off the page? 

 Do I effectively sell myself on the top quarter of the first page? 

 



What should I include in 
my resume?(continued) 
 Key selling points need to be prominently displayed on the 

resume and directly address each question asked in the 
assessment section. For example, if an assessment question 
asks about your writing ability, detail that applicable 
experience in the resume.  

 If you were a recruiter looking at a resume, which of the 
following entries would impress you more? 
 Wrote news releases. 

 Wrote 25 news releases in a three-week period under daily 
deadlines. 

Numbers are powerful resume tools that will help your 
accomplishments draw the attention they deserve from prospective 
employers. 

 



What should I include in 
my resume?(continued) 
 Think Time - “Time is money.” Organizations are constantly 

looking for ways to save time, perform work more efficiently, 
and meet internal and external deadlines. Here are some 
time-oriented examples: 
 Assisted with twice-monthly payroll activities, ensuring employees 

were paid as expected and on time. 

 Attended high school basketball games, interviewed players and 
coaches afterward, and composed 750-word articles by an 11 
p.m. deadline. 

 Suggested procedures that decreased average order-processing 
time from ten minutes to five minutes. 



What should I include in 
my resume?(continued) 
 Do not include the following types of information in your 

resume: classified or government sensitive information 
information, Social Security Number (SSN); personal or sensitive 
information which would allow someone to discriminate 
against you (age, gender, religious affiliation, etc.), or a 
photograph of yourself. 

 Remember you are in a competition - Don’t be humble but 
don’t be dishonest either.  

 Always include a cover page. Remember, you want to stand 
out! 

 Don’t waste your time. Thoroughly review the Job Opportunity 
Announcement to ensure you apply for positions that you are 
fully qualified for.  



Uploading & Building 
Resumes in USAJOBS 
 USAJOBS allows you to store up to 5 resumes that can be used 

to apply online to government agencies.  
 You have two choices in USAJOBS for Resumes – Upload or 

Build. 

 Upload Resume 
 Traditional Resume (usually 1 or 2 pages). Just keep in mind that 

you may not be able to adequately capture your experience 
and education as it relates to the announcement.   

 Uploaded resumes must be less than 3MB and in one of the 
following document formats: GIF, JPG, JPEG, PNG, RTF, PDF, or 
Word (DOC or DOCX).  

 







Building Resumes in 
USAJOBS 
 Build a Resume with the USAJOBS Resume Builder 

 Easy tool that allows you to structure a resume that HR Specialists 
and Hiring Managers are familiar with. 

 Covers all areas that should be included within a traditional 
resume (Experience, Education, References,  

 Allows you to view, edit, duplicate or delete stored resumes. 

 Federal Employee resumes average 5 pages and are tailored to 
the job announcement. 

 You can access resumes from any location with internet access. 

 



Build a Resume with 
USAJOBS Resume Builder 
 

1.  3.  

2.  



Build a Resume with 
USAJOBS Resume Builder 
 

4.  6.  

5.  



Uploading Supporting Documents 
 



Now 
you’re 
ready to 
search  
and apply 
for 
positions.  
 
Good 
Luck! 



Questions 
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